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Abstract 
In this paper we use Tutte's f-factor theorem and the method of amalgamations to find 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a k-factor in the complete multipartite 
graph K(p(1 ) ..... p(n)), conditions that are reminiscent of the Erd6s-Gallai conditions for the 
existence of simple graphs with a given degree sequence. We then use this result to investigate 
the maximum number of edge-disjoint 1-factors in K(p( l )  . . . . .  p(n)), settling the problem in the 
case where this number is greater than 6 - p(2), where p(1 ) ~< p(2) ~ • • • ~< p(n). 
I. Introduction 
A graph is said to be simple i f  each pair of vertices is joined by at most one 
edge and there are no loops. A graph is said to be a multigraph i f  it has no loops, 
but vertices may be joined by more than one edge. Let K (p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) denote the 
complete multipartite graph with p(i) vertices in the ith part; so K (p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) is 
the simple graph in which the vertices can be partitioned into n sets P1,P2, . . . ,P , ,  with 
IPil = p(i) for 1 <~i<~n, so that two vertices are adjacent iff they occur in different 
parts. 
Complete multipartite graphs form a family of graphs for which it is natural to 
find various graph theoretic parameters. There has been much interest in calculating 
the chromatic index and the total chromatic number of these graphs. The chromatic 
index has recently been found [11], but the total chromatic number is still unsettled for 
K (p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) when it is 'close' (in a well defined way) to being regular [12]. In 
this paper we consider a problem which at first sight appears related to the finding of the 
chromatic index, namely, deciding how many edge-disjoint 1-factors K (p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) 
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contains. This turns out to be a much more complicated problem, which we solve 
completely in the case where the answer is close to 6(K(p(1) .... , p(n)), the minimum 
degree of K(p(1) . . . . .  p(n)) (see Theorem 3.4), as well as some other cases (see 
Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.7). Of course, if one can find k edge-disjoint 1-factors 
in G then one has found a k-factor of G, but the reverse need not be true. So, as a 
first step in solving this problem, we also obtain another very interesting result, finding 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a k-factor in K(p(1 ) . . . . .  p(n)) 
(see Theorem 2.6), conditions that are reminiscent of the Erd6s and Gallai conditions 
for the existence of a simple graph with a given degree sequence [3, 5]. 
The techniques that we use are both powerful methods: Tutte's f-factor theorem [17] 
and the technique of amalgamations. The first is well known, but the second is still 
being discovered, and has proved to be extremely useful in several different settings 
[1, 2, 7-9, 14, 16]. 
In the following, graphs may be simple or may be multigraphs, but no graphs have 
loops. Any undefined graph theoretical terminology can be found in [3]. Let G be the 
complement of G. If  U c_ V(G) then let G[U] be the subgraph induced by U. For 
any graph G and any positive integer a, let G ÷ a be the graph formed by adding a 
vertices to G and joining each vertex in G to each of the a added vertices (so G + a 
is the join of G and Ka). 
2. k-factors in K(p(1),...,p(n)) 
We begin with an edge-coloring result of de Werra. An m-edge-coloring of a multi- 
graph G is said to be balanced if 
(1) [Ci(U ) -- Cj(U)[ ~ l, and 
(2) ICi(U, V) -- Cj(H, V)[ ~ 1 
for all colors i and j, and for all vertices u ¢ v in G, where ci(u) is the number of 
edges colored i incident with u in G, and ci(u, v) is the number of edges colored i 
joining u to v in G. 
Lemma 2.1 (de Werra [18]). For any k >~ 1 and for any bipartite graph B, there ex&ts 
a balanced k-edge-coloring of B. 
When applying Tutte's f-factor theorem to find k-factors in K(p(1) , . . . ,p(n)) ,  it 
will actually be advantageous to apply it to a closely related graph instead (formed 
from K(p(1 ) . . . . .  p(n)) by amalgamating vertices within each part into a single vertex), 
so Lemma 2.2 will be needed. For any graph G, if f : V(G) ~ 77, then G is said to 
have an f-factor if there exists a spanning subgraph of G in which each vertex v has 
degree f (v).  
Lemma 2.2. For l <~i<~n let p(i) be a positive integer and let f (v i )  = kp(i). Let 
H be the multigraph with V(H) = (Vl . . . . .  t~} and in which .for 1 <<.i < j<.n, vi is 
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joined to v/ with p( i )p( j )  edges. Then K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) has a k-jaetor (f.f H has an 
f :faetor. 
Proof. Suppose K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) has a k-factor F. Let the number of edges in F 
joining vertices in Pi to vertices in Pj (the ith and jth parts of K (p( l  ) . . . . .  p(n)) be 
pi,j for 1 ~ i  < j<~n. Then an f - factor of H is formed by joining vi to z~ with P,.i 
edges for l~<i< j-G<n. 
Now suppose that H has an f-factor, F. We form a sequence of multigraphs H0 = F, 
H1 . . . . .  /4,, in which for 0 ~< 1 ~< n, 
(a) V(Ht) = {ci, j ] 1 <<.i~l, 1 <~j<~p(l)} ,5 {vi]l  < i~<n}, 
(b) dHt(Vi.i) = k for 1 <<.i~l and 1 <.j<~p(l), and dH,(vi) = kp(i) for l < i~n,  and 
(c) the number of edges in Hi joining v~,j to vi, i, is zero, v~.i to v~, i  is at most 1, v~. i 
to Vx is at most p(x), and vx to Vy is at most p(x)p(y) (with 1 ~<i < ir<~l, I <~j<p(i), 
1 <.j'<~p(i ~) and l <x  < y<.n). 
(Informally speaking, for l<~l<~n at step l we form Ht from H/ - I  by 'splitting" 
vertex v/ into p(l) vertices each having degree k.) For 1 <~l<~n form H/ from HI  
as follows. Let B/ be the bipartite subgraph of H/ I induced by the edges joining 
vertices in V(Ht-1)\{vl} to vl. Then by (b), dsj(vl)= kp(l),d~,(vi, i)<~k for l~<i < l 
and 1 <~j<~p(l), and dB~(Vi)<~kp(i) for l < i~n. Give Bt a balanced edge-coloring 
(see Lemma 2.1) with the p(l) colors 1,2 . . . . .  p(l). Now form Hr from H/ -L -  ~:/ 
by adding vertices vl,j for l<<.j<~p(l) and joining each vertex u ~ V(HI i)\{v/} to 
vl./ with X~ edges iff there are xj edges in Bt colored j joining u to v/. Clearly, H/ 
satisfies (a). By property (1) of balanced edge-colorings and since dB~(Vt) -- kp(l), 
dH~(vl.j)- k for l<~j<.p(l), and clearly for all u c V(H/ I)\{vt} dH~ , (u )= dH (u), 
so (b) is satisfied. Also (c) is satisfied because of property (2) of balanced edge- 
colorings. Therefore Ho,H1 .... .  H,, has been produced as described by (a), (b) and 
(c). By (c) H~, is a simple graph, by (a) and (c) H,~ is an n-partite graph with p(I) 
vertices in the lth part for 1 <~l<~n, and by (b) H,, is k-regular. So H,, is a k-factor of 
K (p( l )  . . . . .  p(n))  as required. [] 
We will now use Tutte's f - factor  theorem, so we need some more terminology. For 
any multigraph G, a G-triple, (S, T, U) is simply a partition of V(G) into the three 
sets S, T and U. For any disjoint sets of vertices S and T in V(G), let 2G(S, T) be 
the number of edges joining vertices in S to vertices in T. If f : V(G) ~ Z then let 
[": V(G) ~ Z be defined by f ' (v)  = dc;(v)- f (v)  for all v E V(G). For any S C_ I"(G) 
let f (S )  = ~.~.csf(S). In our case, we need only use the following simplification of 
Tutte's .]-factor theorem [17]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let H be a multigraph in which each pair oj vertices is" joined hv at 
least one edge. Then H has an f-factor iff 
(1) .]'or all H-triples (S, T, U),2H(S, T )~ f (S )  + f ' (T) ,  and 
(2) f (V (H) )  is even. 
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Proof. Tutte's f - factor  theorem says that a graph G has an f - factor  iff for any G-triple 
B ---- (S, T, U)  
3(B , f )  = h(B , f )  - f (S )  - f ' (T )  + 2H(S, T) 
is at most 0, where h(B , f )  is the number of 'odd' (odd as defined by Tutte [17, 
p. 83]) components of G[U]. Since each pair of  vertices is adjacent in H, for any 
H-triple (S, T, U) ,H[U]  is connected, so has at most one odd component. Also, Tutte 
shows that 3(B , f )  =_ f (V (H) )  (mod2)  (see [17, p. 83]), so the results 
follows. [] 
It is now apparent why Lemma 2.2 is so useful, since we can now apply Theorem 2.3 
to the graph H defined in Lemma 2.2 instead of applying Tutte's f - factor  theorem 
to K (p(1) , . . . ,  p(n))  when finding k-factors in K (p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)). It turns out that we 
can further simplify the situation, since the following result shows that it is sufficient 
to consider the case where k = 6(K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n))).  
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a simple graph and let k <~6(G). Then G has a k-factor i f  and 
only i f  H = G + (v(G) - k) has a 3(H)-factor. 
Proof. Let V(H)  = V(G) tA {c~l . . . . .  OOv(G)_k}. Then dH(OOi) = v(G) for 
l <<.i<~v(G) - k, and dH(V)>~3(G) + v(G) - k>>,v(G) for all v ~ V(G). Therefore 
3(H) = v(G). 
Suppose H has a 3(H)-factor F. Then F contains all edges incident with oo i for 
1 <~i<<.v(G) - k, so F[V(G)]  is a k-factor of G. 
Conversely, suppose G has a k-factor, F. Then F + (v(G) - k) is a v(G)-factor of 
H as required. [] 
In what follows, let 6 = 6(K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)))  = ~in_l I p(i), and let v = v(K(p(1 ), 
. . . ,  p(n)))  = f'~i~=l p(i). 
Proposition 2.5. Let n>~2 and let l~<p(1)~< . . .  <~p(n) be integers. Let H be the 
multigraph with V(H)= {1,2 . . . . .  n} and in which for  1~<i< j<~n, i is joined to j 
with p ( i )p ( j )  edges. For 1 <~i<~n define f ( i )  = 3p(i). Then H has an f - factor  iff 
S n 
(1) (~-}~:i p( i ) ) (p(n)  - ~-~i=, P ( i ) )<~i :s+ l  (p( i ) (p(n)  - p(i))) ,  and 
n 
(2) ~ ~-}~i=l p(i)  is even, 
where s = max{t t ~-]~I= , p( i )~p(n)} .  
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, H has an f - factor  iff for all H-triples (S, T, U), 
(a)) ,H(S,  T)~f (S )  + f ' (T ) ,  
/ /  
and f (V (H) )  is even. Since f ( i )  = 3p( i)  for l <,i<.n, f (V (H) )  = 3~i=l  p(i), so 
(2) is equivalent o f (V (H) )  being even. 
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Therefore it remains to show that (1) is equivalent o (a). Clearly, 
)~H(S, T) = ~ ~ p(s)p(t)  = p(S)p(T),  
sES tET 
f (S )  = ~ 6p(s) = ~ (v - p(n))p(s) = p(S)(v - p(n)), 
sCS sES 
S(T)  = ~ p(t)(v - p(t) - 6) = ~ p(t)(p(n) - p(t)). 
tET tET 
We now proceed to show that (a) is true for all H-triples iff (a) is true for one 
particular H-triple. 
Suppose that n E S, and let S t -- S\{n}. Then (a) becomes 
(p(S')  + p(n))p(T)  <,(p(S') + p(n))(v - p(n)) + ~ p(t)(p(n) - p(t)) 
tET 
= (p(S')  + p(n))(p(S')  + p(T)  + p(U))  
+ ~-~ p(t)(p(n) - p(t)), 
tET 
or equivalently 
0~< p(S ' )  2 + p(S ' )p(U)  + p(n)p(S')  + p(n)p(U)  + ~ p(t)(p(n) - p(t)), 
t~T 
which (since p(n)>~p(t) for 1 <~t<~n) is always true. Therefore: 
(i) we can assume that n ~g S. 
Suppose that n E U, and let U' = U\{n}. Then (a) becomes O<~p(S)2 + 
p(S)p(U' )  + ~tEr  p(t)(p(n) - p(t)) which is always true. Therefore: 
(ii) we can assume that n ~ U. 
In view of (i) and (ii), (a) need only be checked for H-triples (S, T, U) in which 
n E T. Let T' = T\{n}. Then we can rewrite (a) as 
(a') p(S)(p(n) - p(S) - p(U))<~ ~ p(t)(p(n) - p(t)). 
tET 
From this it is clear that only H-triples with p(S) + p(U)  < p(n) need be considered, 
so in particular: 
(3) we can assume that p(S) < p(n). 
Since p(S) + p(U)  = p(S U U), we have 
p(S) (p (n) -  p(S) - p(U))<.p(S U U) (p (n) -  p(S U U) - p(O)), 
and therefore if (a ~) is true for the H-triple (S U U, T,~) it is necessarily true for the 
H-triple (S, T,U). So (a) need only be checked for H-triples (S, T,~). Therefore we 
have that: 
(a) is true for all H-triples (S, T,U) iff (a) is true for all H-triples (S,S,(~), 
with S being the complement of S in {1,2, . . . ,n},  and SC{1,2  . . . . .  n -  1} (n C 
by (i)). 
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It will facilitate the following discussion if we define the function 9(x) = x(p(n) -x) .  
One can easily check that 
g(x) - g(x - h) = h 2 + hp(n) - 2hx. (~) 
Then by (a ~) we have shown so far that: 
(a) is true for all H-triples (S, T, U) iff g(p(S)) <~ ~tEg g(p(t)) 
for all SC{1,2  . . . . .  n -  1}. 
Let dp(S) = ~t~ g(p( t ) ) -g (p (S) ) .  Let m = min{q~(S)] S C{1,2 . . . . .  n -  1}}, and let 
s = max{[SI[O(S) = m}. Choose S' C_{1,2 . . . . .  n -  1} so that q~(S') = rn and ]S'] = s. 
So we know that (a) is true for all H-triples (S, T, U) iff O(S~)~>0. We will now use 
some properties of S' in an attempt o describe S'. 
Let j E S ' , j  ¢ n. Since IS' U {j}[ > [S'[,O(S' U {j}) > O(S') by the choice of S'. 
Therefore using ( t )  with x = p(S I) and h = -p ( j )  we see that 
0 <(~t  '9 (P ( t ) ) -g (P ( J ) ) - (g (P (S ' )+P( J ) ) ) )  
= -p( j ) (p (n )  - p ( j ) )  + p( j )2  _ p ( j )p (n )  + 2p(S ' )p (2)  
= 2p( j ) (p (S '  u { j})  - p(n)) .  
Therefore we have that 
(4) p(n) < p(S' U {j}) for all j ~ {1 . . . . .  n}\S'. 
Now let i E S' and j c S', j ¢ n. Then by the choice o fS ' ,  q~(S')~< ~((S' \{i})U{j}).  
Therefore using (t)  with x = p(S') and h = p(i) - p ( j )  we see that 
O<.(~9(p( t ) )+g(p( i ) ) -9 (p ( j ) ) -g (p (S ' ) -p ( i )+p( j ) ) ) t  
- ~ g(p(t)) + g(p(S')) 
tES I
= p(i)(p(n) - p(i)) - p( j ) (p(n)  - p( j ) )  ÷ p(i)2 _ 2p( i )p( j )  ÷ p(j)2 
÷(p( i ) -  p ( j ) )p (n ) -  2p(S ' ) (p ( i ) -  p( j ) )  
= 2(p( j )  - p( i ) ) ( -p (n )  ÷ p( j )  + p(S')). 
From (4) we have that p( j )  + p(S') > p(n), and therefore 
(5) p(j)>~p(i) for all i E S'and all j E {1 . . . . .  n}\S'. 
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So from (5) we can assume that S ~ = {1,2 . . . . .  s} and from (3) and (4) we know that 
s=max t I I<~t<n,~p( i )<~p(n)  . 
i=1  
Therefore O(S')>~O iff (1) is true, so the result follows. [] 
So now we can put Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, and Proposition 2.5 together to get the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. Let n ~> 2, p(1) ~ p(2) ~< -.. ~< p(n) and k >~ 1 be integers. K(p( 1 ) . . . . .  
p(n)) has a k-factor ifl and on O, if 
(1) k<~ 2--,i=1 p~l), 
I1 (2) k ~i=l  p(i) is even, and 
(3) k ~'i'=.,.+1 p(i) ~< 2 ~s+l  ~i<j<~,,P(i)p(J) + k ~=~ p(i), 
where s = max{t [k~< ~i~t . l  P(i)}. 
Proof. First notice that s is well-defined, since by (1) and the assumption p(l)~< p(n) 
we have that s >~ 1, and clearly s ~< n. 
Suppose K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n))  has a k-factor. (1) is true since k<~a(K(p(1) . . . . .  
p(n)))  = 2__,,=1 ptl), and (2) follows since the sum of the degrees of the vertices in the 
k-factor is even. For any t with 1 ~< t 4 n and for any k-factor F of K (p ( l )  . . . . .  p(n)), 
11 the number of edges x in F that join vertices in Uti=l Pi to vertices in Ui=t~l Pi 
satisfies x<~k~l_ lp ( i ) ,  and the number of edges in the subgraph of F induced 
" k V~" by Ui=t+l Pi is y<~ ~t+j<~i<i<~np(i)p(j). So z__,k=t+lp(i)=x + 2y<~ 
2 ~t+l  ~<i<jv,, p( i )p ( j )+k  ~i -1  p(i), so certainly (3) is true for the particular value of 
I = S .  
Now suppose that (1) (3) are true. Notice that the graph K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) + 
n 11 n • 
(~i=1 p(i) - k) is K(p(  1 ) . . . . .  p(n + 1 )), where p(n + 1 ) = ~i=1 p(i)  - k >~ ~i.-1PO) - 
n- -1  . n 1 . 
~i=1 p(t) p(n), so p(1)~< ..- ~<p(n+l) .  Since, by (1), k~< ~i=1 p(t) = b(K(p(1), 
. . . .  p(n)), we can apply Lemma 2.4 to see that K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) has a k-factor iff 
K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n + 1)) has a 6 = ~5(K(p(1) . . . . .  p(n + l)))-factor. Notice that 
(~ = ~i ' lp ( i ) .  By Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.5, K(p(1) . . . . .  p(n + 1)) has a (% 
factor iff 
( ~' 
(1') ~)=lp( i ) ) (p (n  + 1) - ~"_lp(i))<~ "+' " ~i=,,~l(p(1)(p(n + 1) - p(i))), and 
v- ' ,n  + 1 ~ .x  (U) (~ 2...i=1 p~t) is even, 
where s' = max{t I ~ 1 p( i )<~p(n+l)}.  But p(n+l)= ~i~,p( i ) -k ,  so E l=,  p(i)<~ 
n tl ~i=lP( i )  - k is equivalent o k<. ~i=t+lp(i) ,  and so s' = s (where s is defined in 
the statement of the theorem). So by (3), 
.4 t 
k ~ p(i)~<2 ~ p( i )p ( j )+k~p( i ) ,  
i=s f+ l  s1+l<~i<j<~n i=1 
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SO 
SO 
(•-•p(i)) ( ~ p( i ) l - k~p( i  ) i=1 i=s '+ l  i=1 
<, ~ p(i) p(i) 2 k 
i=s  ~ + 1 i=s  t + I i : s  t + 1 
p(i) + .= p(i) ~ p(i) 
i=s~+l 
p(i) p(i) - k - ~ p(i) 
i=1 i= l  
which is (1') since p(n + 1)= Y-~=l P ( J ) -k .  Also, 
6[__~11 p( i ) :  (i=~ 1 p(i ) ) ( i=~ 1 p(i ) + ( i~= l p(i ) -- k ) ) 
which is even by (2). Therefore both (1') and (2') are true, so K(p(1) . . . . .  p(n)) has 
a 6-factor, so K(p(1) . . . . .  p(n)) has a k-factor as required. [] 
3. Edge-disjoint 1-factors in K(p(l)  . . . . .  p(n)) 
In the proof of Proposition 3.2 we will need the following lemma. An edge-coloring 
is equalized if for all colors i ~ j, Ici - cj[ ~< 1, where Cx is the number of edges 
colored x. 
Lemma 3.1 (McDiarmid [13]). For any k~>z'(G), there exists a proper equalized k- 
edge-coloring of G. 
We first prove Proposition 3.2, from which we will then be able to extract several 
results on the number of edge-disjoint 1-factors in K(p(1) . . . . .  p(n)). 
Proposition 3.2. Let K(p(1) .... ,p(n)) have parts Pl ..... Pn. Let S_C{I .... ,n}, 
S ¢ ~a and let G be the complete (n + 1 -[SI)-partite graph with parts Pi for each 
i f~ S and Ui~s Pi. I f  
(a) G has a k-factor F, 
(b) xt(F[Ui¢sPi])<~k, and 
n (c) ~-]i=l p(i) is even, 
then K(p(1) . . . . .  p(n ) ) contains k edge-disjoint 1-factors. 
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Proof. Let Fl = F[[.Ji~sPi]. Let vl = v(F1) = ~ iesP( i ) ,  v2 = ~ i~sP( i )  and v = 
vl + v2. Since F is k-regular, e(Fl) = ½(kvl - kv2) = ½k(2vL - v). Give F1 a proper 
equalized k-edge-coloring with the colors 1 . . . . .  k (this exists by (b) and Lemma 3.1). 
Since by (c) 2vl -v  is even, for 1 <~i<<.k the number of  edges colored i is ½(2vl -v)  = 
- 
Form a simple bipartite graph B with bipartition [_Ji~sPi and {c~ . . . . .  ck} by 
joining v ~ Ui~sPi to cj ill" there is no edge incident with v in Fj that is 
colored j. Then dB(cj) = v l -  (v l -  v2) =- v2 for l<~j<~k. Also, for each 
F E Ui~sPi, dB(v) = k - dF,(V)~v2 because dF,(V) = k - ~F({v} ,U icsP i )~k  -- v2 
(where ~F(C,D) is the number of  edges in F joining vertices in C to vertices in 
D). Therefore we can give B a proper v2-edge-coloring with colors 1 . . . . .  v2. No- 
tice that since ds(cj)  = v2 for l<~j<<.k, each color occurs on exactly k edges 
in B. 
Form a simple edge-colored graph H from the edge-colored Fj by adding v2 new 
vertices vl . . . . .  v,,2, and for each v E V(F1) and for l<~i<<.v2 by joining v to vi with 
an edge colored j iff the edge {v, cj} in B is colored i. Then for 1 <~i<~v2, dH(vi) ~ k 
since each color class in the v2-edge-coloring of B contains k edges. Also, for each 
~! 6 V(FI ), dH(v) = dF,(V) + dB(v) = k. Therefore H is a k-factor of FI + v2. For 
1 <~i~v2 and for 1 <~j<~k, vi is incident with an edge colored j because dn(c/) = k, 
so Ci is incident in B with an edge colored i. Also, for each v C Fl, each color j, 
l<~.j<~k on no edge incident with v in Fi occurs on the edge vv~ in H, where i is 
the color of the edge vcj in B. Therefore the edge-coloring of H is a 1-factorization 
of H. 
Since FI + v2 is a subgraph of K(p( l ) , . . . ,p (n ) ) ,  H is a k-factor of 
K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)), so K(p( l )  . . . . .  p(n))  contains k edge-disjoint 1-factors. [] 
To apply Proposition 3.2 we will use the following result (stronger esults are known 
[10], but this will suffice here). The core of a graph G is defined to be the subgraph 
of G induced by the vertices of maximum degree. 
Theorem 3.3 (Fournier [6]). I f  the core of  G is a forest and G is simple then 
z ' (G)  =- A(G). 
Using Theorem 2.6 (to ensure the existence of a k-factor) and Proposition 3.2 we 
can now obtain Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 3.4. Let n>~2, let p(l)~< ..- <~ p(n) and let 6 = 6(K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n))). Sup- 
pose that k ~ 6 - p(2), k ~ O. Then K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n))  contains k edge-disjoint 
l-factors (ff 
( l )  k<~(~, 
11 (2) ~ i=l  p(i) is even, and 
(3) k ~'i'-s+ i p(i)  <<.2 ~s+l <~i< /~ p( i )p ( j )  + k ~=l  p(i), 
n where s = max{t Ik~< ~i=t+,p(i)}.  
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Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 2.6 and the fact that if K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) 
n 
has any 1-factor then ~ i= l  p(i) is even. So we now assume that (1), (2) and (3) 
hold, in which case applying Theorem 2.6 shows that K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) contains a 
k-factor, F. 
Let F '  = F[[..Jinl I Pi]. For all v E Uin=21Pi, dF,(V)~6 -- p(2) (since if v E Pi then v 
is adjacent o no vertices in Pi). 
But by hypothesis 6 - p(2) < k, either A(F)  < k or the vertices in the core of 
F ~ are all in PI and so are independent. So by Vizing's theorem or by Theorem 3.3, 
z~(F1 )<.k, so the result follows from Proposition 3.2. [] 
We can also use Proposition 3.2 to find k edge-disjoint 1-factors of  K(p(1)  .... p(n)) 
in the case where equality is satisfied in condition (3) of  Theorem 2.6. 
Proposition 3.5. Let n~>2,p(1)~< --- <~ p(n) and k >~ 1 be integers. Let k <~ ~-~i:ln--I p(t)," 
n n • let s : max{t]k~< ~-]~i=t+lP(i)} and let ~i=lp( t )  be even. I f  
(a) k ~--]~ins+l p(i) = 2 ~-]~s+l <~i< j ~nP(i)p(J) q- k ~iS_l p(i), 
then K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) contains k edge-disjoint 1-factors. 
Proof. The conditions of  this proposition ensure that the conditions of Theorem 2.6 
are met, so K(p(1)  . . . . .  p(n)) has a k-factor, F. 
Let G be the (n + 1 - s)-partite graph with parts Pi for s + 1 ~< i ~< n and [-J~=l Pi. By 
S 
(a), for each v C Ui=l Pi, the k edges incident with v are also incident with vertices 
n s 
in [-Ji=s+l Pi, so  F [ [ . . J i= I  Pi] contains no edges. Therefore F is a subgraph of G. Also, 
n F n by the definition of  s, k > ~-]~i=s+2 p(i) and so [[-Ji=s÷l Pi] has maximum degree less 
than k, so z~(F[[.JT=s+l Pi])<~k. Therefore the result follows from Proposition 3.2, with 
S = {1,2 . . . . .  s}. [] 
Finally, we can use the following result. 
Theorem 3.6 (Chetwynd and Hilton [4] and Niessen and Volkmann [15]). I f  G is si- 
mple with v(G) even and if G is regular of degree d>~ ½(v/if - 1)v(G) then z'(G) = d. 
This immediately gives us a corollary when coupled with Theorem 2.6. 
Corollary 3.7. Let n~>2, let p(1)~< . . .  <~ p( n ) and let 6 = 6( K ( p(1) . . . . .  p( n ) ). Sup- 
pose that k >1 ½(x/~ - 1 ) ~-~in=l p(i)/2. Then K(p(1 ) .... , p(n)) contains k edge-disjoint 
1-factors iff 
(1) k~,  
(2) ~-]~i'=J p(i) is even, and 
k n , S 
(3) ~-]~i:s+lP(1)<2~-]~s+l~i<j< n p( i )p( j )  ÷ k ~-]~i=lP(i), 
where s = max{t [k < ~-]n i=t+l P(i)}. 
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4. Final remarks 
With the evidence from earlier sections in hand, it seems to us that the following 
conjecture may be true. 
?1 
Conjecture. If K (p ( l )  . . . . .  p(n)) contains a k-factor and if ~i=tP(i) is even then 
K(p(1)  . . . .  , p(n)) contains k edge-disjoint l-factors. 
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